QUASAR II

DIGITAL OUT
OF HOME
ADVERTISING

FEATURE RICH DOOH SOLUTION
Designed with DOOH operators’ ROI in mind, QUASAR II will deliver maximum uptime, seamless image quality, ease of service and a long life too! With light output
of up to 7,000 nits, and the blackest blacks to produce truly deep contrast, the
image quality is simply brilliant. Maintenance can be completed from the front or
rear, and the lightweight aluminium frame makes installation straight-forward,
fast and cost-effective. What’s more, you can remotely monitor your assets
24/7 for complete control and reassurance.

THE LED
SCREEN
EXPERTS

QUASAR II
OVERVIEW

With a range consisting of 6mm, 8mm, 10mm and 16mm,
QUASAR II is a feature rich system offering ‘next generation’
LED technology to today’s digital advertising market.
Light-weight - quick-build
QUASAR II’s light-weight extruded aluminium

dimensional flexibility. Couple this with the ability

frame, complete with central control spine,

to install directly onto a wall, with around 30mm

weighs in at under 34Kg per square metre

of airflow behind, and you’ve got a sleek system

allowing for rapid installations using the large

that can be maintained from the front or rear.

960mm(w) x 1280mm(h) (1.228sqm) module.
Precision mechanics designed with tolerances
down to 0.3mm, and high accuracy location

Simple to service

pins, means every screen can be built fuss-

The design brief was to make a screen that anybody

free, quickly, but most importantly, seamlessly.

could service. Behind the display it’s an elegant
uncluttered view and 100% fan free and silent as a

Exact fit

result of our unique self-cooling system. QUASAR

If you’re working to specific size constraints, no

easily accessible (whether you need to service

problem, the QUASAR modules are available

from the front face or the rear).

in

160mm

height

II is completely modular and all components are

units

for

the

ultimate

QUASAR II
OVERVIEW

In control 24/7
It’s not as though you won’t know how your
screen is performing - with sophisticated
monitoring options, any issues that arise
can be dealt with swiftly and effectively,
increasing up-time and ensuring your return
on investment.

Measured Response
Even if there is an untoward event reported
to you via email, SMS or when logging in,
you can relax in the knowledge that with
the dual redundancy option, power supplies
are automatically switched to a back-up unit
in the blink of an eye, keeping everything
working, just as it should. So, take the
rush away from component swap-outs with
this practical option and keep your screen
looking perfect!

Image quality
digiLED’s image quality is renowned in the
LED screen industry, but ultimately this is
just a function of component selection and processing path.
The thing that you can be sure of is that we’re using the
highest quality single bin, single batch LEDs and MBI drivers to
deliver legendary images and camera friendly performance with
refresh rates >1,920Hz.

Future proof
To further enhance visual acuity, QUASAR II uses onboard
calibration technology. Onboard, because all LED data is saved
to flash memory on the tile rather than having to use remote
data that is tiresome to manage and easy to corrupt. Our

Times Square, NYC

ethos is that calibration is not for the now, it’s about futureproofing your LED screen’s uniformity.
We use the very best LEDs with tightly
defined
age

wavelengths,

slightly

but

differently,

as

our

all

LEDs

calibration

technology gives us the ability, in years
to come, to bring your screen back to its
beautiful best, quickly, efficiently and with
little fuss.

Power to the ROI
As the price of LED screens fall, the
costs of installation and running a system
become a bigger percentage on the P&L.
Working

at

an

average

consumption

of just 250 watts per square metre,
QUASAR II is a stellar performer, and
when you take the universal view; low
installation

costs,

time

saving

remote

monitoring and redundancy features, it’s
clear that QUASAR is a complete star.

QUASAR II
PANEL SPECIFICATIONS

Physical Pixel Pitch (HxV) mm
Pixel Configuration

Q8000o

6.0

8.0

			

Pixel Resolution (Width/Height)
Panel Dimensions

Q6000o

pixels/panel

160/213

Q10o

10.667		

96/128 		

m2 			

0.8847

Standard Panel Weight

kgs 			

30

kgs/sqm 			

45

Ingress Protection

(Front/Rear) 			

IP65/IP65

			

Front or rear

Maintenance Access
Viewing Angle
Refresh Rate

(H/V) degrees 			

≥2,000

Uncalibrated Brightness

nits

≥7000

Calibrated Brightness

nits

≥5000

Input Voltage

			
VAC 			

3000:1
110~240

Normal Input Power (Average)

watts/m2 			

159

Normal Input Power (Maximum)

watts/m2 			

530

Thermals (Heat generated)
BTUs
Control System
Certification

60/80

140/140

Hz

Contrast Ratio

16.0

768 x 1152 x 115

Standard Panel Area

Screen Weight  

Q16o

SMD 3-in-1 Black Body

120/160

(W x H x D) mm 			

Q12o

(Front/Rear) % 			

30/70

BTU/sqm 			

613.2

			

NovaStar
CE, EMC, FCC

Brightness are subject to LED & driver IC selection - to be confirmed at the point of order.
Peak (max.) input power figures are an approximation for guidance purposes only and should not be relied upon. Figures can change subject to LED type and brightness.
Average figures are a typical assumption based on 30% of the peak value and may vary according to usage and media content shown.
BTUs are based on average running over a typical period of time and for the entire screen panel (front & back combined) playing average content where the LEDs are not
driven hard.
All specifications are correct at time of print, however they are liable to change and should be confirmed at point of order. E&OE.
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